-,U,fl) is a complete atomic Boolean algebra and a unary operation a i-y C(a) is a total Q-closure such that C(0) = 0, a < C(a), C(a U b) -C(a) U C(b) and C(b) = U(C(x) • x < b} for every
Introduction
The aim of the paper is to describe basic relationships between total complete atomic quasi-topological Boolean algebras (TCA-QTBA's) and some of their dual relational and quasi-topological counterparts.
The work consists of three sections. The first one deals with connections between reflexive morphisms of reflexive spaces and quasi-topological continuous mappings (QTCM's) of total quasi-topological spaces (TQTS's). The second section contains theorems describing homomorphisms of TCA-QTBA's in terms of QTCM's and reflexive morphisms. Connections between categories of TCA-QTBA's, TQTS's and reflexive spaces are given in the third section. Among others it is shown that the category of TCA-QTBA's is dually equivalent both to the category of reflexive spaces as well as to the category of TQTS's.
The paper is a continuation of [4] and uses its notation and terminology.
Reflexive and quasi-topological morphisms
The goal of this section is to present more important properties of reflexive morphisms, dual reflexive morphisms, quasi-topological continuous mappings (QTCM's) and to establish some connections between them. We also examine relationships between reflexive morphisms, QTCM's, Q-closures, Q-interiors, iE-fllters and iZ-ideals.
A pair (X, R) is called a reflexive space if X is a non-empty set and R is a reflexive relation on X. Relationships of these spaces with total, complete and atomic quasi-topological Boolean algebras (TCA-QTBA's) and with some of their subclasses have been considered in [4] . Let us recall that an abstract algebra A = {A, -, U, fl, C) is a TCA-QTBA if the Boolean reduct 
Proof. If / € RM(AI,A2) then by (iii) in Lemma 1.1 we get (j) and by (ii) in the same lemma we get (jj).
Conversely, by virtue of (jj) for every y' £ X 2 , i?i(/ -1 ({2/'})) C / -1 (iZ 2 (y'))-0n the other hand ' ty 0) we obtain f-HRiiy')) C R^f-^iy'})) for every y' £ X 2 . Hence, / £ RM(^,X 2 ).
Quasi-topological spaces and their relations to TCA-QTBA's as well as to reflexive spaces were investigated in [4] . Let as recall that T = {X,C) is a quasi-topological space (QTS) if X is a non-empty set and C is a quasiclosure (Q-closure) operator on X. Furthermore T is total provided that C ( Y ) = Uygy C({y}) for every 7CI. If T\ = (Xi, C\) and T 2 = {X 2 ,C 2 } are two total quasi-topological spaces (TQTS's), then any mapping / : X\ -> X 2 is said to be a quasi-topological continuous mapping from T\ into T 2 (QTCM(Ti, T 2 )) provided that for every Y' C X 2 the following condition is satisfied:
Note that if T x and T 2 are TQTS's, then / € QTCM(TI,T 2 ) iff (1.5) rHCM))) = Ciif-'dy'})) for every y' £ X 2 .
The standard reflexive spaces corresponding to TQTS's 2\ = (X\,C\) and
wiU be denoted by X Tl = (X u Ri) and X T ¡, = (X 2 ,R 2 ), respectively. As it is known (cf. [4] ) the reflexive relations R\ and R 2 are determined by Q-closures Ci and C 2 in the following way:
(1.6) xRiy iff x £ Ci({ii}) for every x,y £ X\, (1.7) x'R 2 y' iff x'eC 2 ({y'}) for every x',y'eX 2 ,
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The standard TQTS's corresponding in turn to reflexive spaces X\ = (Xi,i2i) and X2 = (XI,R2) we will denote by TXl = (X^Ci) and TXi = (X2,C2), respectively. The Q-closure C\ and C2 are determined by R\ and R2 in the following manner:
The next lemma presents relationships between QTCM's of TQTS's and reflexive morphisms of their standard reflexive spaces. Then:
ifff e QTCM(TXl,TXa).
Proof. This follows immediately from (1.1), (1.5), (1.6), (1.7), (1.8) and 
Proof. This is a routine matter. Note that if T\ and T2 are topological spaces, then from (i) of the above lemma it follows that for every subset Y' of T2 (1.10) r 1 (ca(y')) = c , i(/-1 (ca(y'))),
where C\, C2 are closures in T\ and T2, respectively. This equality does not hold in TQTS's because Q-closures are not idempotent. It is clear that (1.10) in the class of topological spaces implies that / is topologically continuous mapping.
As it is known, any QTS can be described by a Q-closure operation, or equivalently, by a Q-interior operation. Two QTS's T = (X,C) and T' = (X,/) will be called dually equivalent whenever I(Y) = -C (-Y) for every Y CI, These spaces determine in general different standard reflexive 
for every x,y G X and every Y C X. Hence, TX and TX-are dually equivalent. Conversely, TX and TX< determine the standard reflexive spaces XTx -(X, RCr ) and XTX, = (X,Sis) in which xRcRy iff x € CR({y}) iff xRy and xSisy iff /s(-{a;}) C -{y} iff y G ^({x}) iff xR -1 y for every x,y £ X. Therefore, RCr = R and Sis = R~x. On the other hand, xSisy iff y £ Is{~I 1 }) iff y € -Is{-{®}) = C5-i({a;}) iff yS~xx iff xSy for every Hence, Si$ = S and consequently, S = R~X which means that X and X' are conjugate. In the theory of reflexive spaces one considers also the concept of a dual reflexive morphism between reflexive spaces. If X\ = (Xi, R\) and X 2 = (X 2 , R 2 ) are two reflexive spaces, then any mapping / : X\ -• X2 is said to be a dual reflexive morphism from X\ into X 2 (DRM(A"i, A2)) provided that
for every y e X 1 .
for every x € X x and every y' € X 2 . Hence, f-^R^iy'))
) for every y £ X1 and every y' 6 X 2 . Therefore (1.15) is fulfilled.
Characterizations of dual reflexive morphisms, reflexive morphisms and QTCM's are contained in the following two theorems.
and X 2 = (X 2 ,R 2 ) be two reflexive spaces and let f : X\ X 2 be a mapping from Xi into X 2 . Then the following conditions are equivalent:
Proof. Using similar calculations to that in Lemma 1.1, (i) is equivalent to (ii). By Lemma 1.7, (i) is equivalent to (iii). By virtue of Lemma 1.3(b), (iii) is equivalent to (iv). From Lemmas 1.4 and 1.6 it follows that (iv) is equivalent to (v). Applying Lemma 1.6 again and making use simple calculations one shows that (v) is equivalent to (vi). i C Rl (f-\Y')) for all Y' C X 2 . Clearly, / is a topological homeomorphism between T x x and T x 2 whenever / is a bijective mapping.
Relational counterparts of Q-closed and Q-open subsets in TQTS's are i?-ideals and i2-filters. Any subset F in a reflexive space X = {X, R) is said to be an R-filter if x € F and xRy imply y € F for every x,y € X, while any subset G of X is called an R-ideal provided that x 6 G and yRx imply y G G for all x, y 6 X. The classes of all R-filters T(X) and all i2-ideals I(X) in X form closure systems with respect to the set-theoretical intersections.
Moreover, it is easy to verify that the function g : F^X) -• 1{X) such that g(F) = -F for every F € F(X) is an isomorphism from F(X) onto T(X).
Let X = {X,R) and X' = (X, ii -1 ) be two conjugate reflexive spaces. The corresponding to them TQTS's we denote by T x = (X,C R ), 
Note that in tolerance spaces ii-filters and i2-ideals coincide and their quasi-topological counterparts are Q-clopen subsets.
The next theorem describes basic properties of i2-filters and ii-ideals with respect to images and invers images of reflexive and dual-reflexive morphisms. 
Proof. We will show only (f) since proofs of other parts are analogous. Let x 6 f(G) and let y'R 2 x' for every x',y' G X 2 . Then there exists x G G such that /(x) = x' and x'R 2 y'. By hypothesis and by Lemma 1.2(j), there
Observe that in any reflexive space X = (X, R) the family of all elements of the form D(Z) = {F CI: ZnY / 0} for every Z CX constitutes a joinsemilattice V [X] with respect to the set-theoretical union. Also V[T X ') = {Cfl-i(F) : Y C X} with respect to the set-theoretical union is a joinsemilattice which is built up on the TQTS T X -(X,CR-1). One can verify that the mapping h' : 
Relationships between homomorphisms, RM's and QTCM's
This section deals with some more important connections that hold between homomorphisms of TCA-QTBA's and their dual relational and quasitopological counterparts. It is pointed out that relational representations of homomorphisms between TCA-QTBA's are reflexive morphism between reflexive spaces, whereas quasi-topological representations are QTCM's between TQTS's.
Let A = (¿,-,U,n,CU) be any TCA-QTBA. Then we will denote by At(>t) the set of all atoms in A and by X(A) the set of all ultrafilters of A. From the theory of Boolean algebras it is known that the function 
X(A) defined by F(x) = V x for all x G At(«4) is an isomorphism from XA onto Y A , (c) F(H A (a)) = h A (a), (d) Fi (h A (a)) = H A (a).
Proof of (a). 7v x Q V y iff the condition b G V v implies (7^(6) G V x for every be A iff V* € n{M<^(&)): b G V"}.
Proof of (b). A straightforward calculation shows that Fis abijection.
Making use of C A (y) = P|{C J 4(6) : y < b} and (a), we get the following equivalences: xR
Thus F is an isomorphism from X A onto y A -
We omit easy proofs of parts (c) and (d).
Note that if A is a Boolean algebra obtained from the TCA-QTBA A by putting C A (o) = a for all a G A, then 7 V = V and x < CA(y) = y for every V G X(A), x,y G At(«4). Consequently, X A and y A are trivial in which R A and R A are identity "relations. for every Z C X(A). vyezbev v With the help of easy arguments one proves that TjJ and are quasitopologicaJly homeomorphic spaces. This homeomorphism establishes the function F since it is a bijection and satisfies ( 
Now let TJ = (At(A, 0%) and T A = (X(A),C%) be two standard TQTS's corresponding to a TCA-QTBA A = (A,-,U,n,CU). Q-closure
2.5) F~L(C\(Z)) = C\{F~X{Z)) for any Z C X(A).
In particular when A is a complete atomic Boolean algebra, then TjJ, TJj are discreet in which all subsets are ^-closed. In this case the condition (2.5) becomes also trivial and the function F presents the well-known connections between ultrafilters and atoms in complete atomic Boolean algebras (cf. [2] ). In the light of the above observations we see that any TCA-QTBA A determines uniquely (up to isomorphism) a standard reflexive space which we will denote by XA independently upon the fact if it is constructed on the set of atoms At(.4) or on the set of ultrafiltres X(A). Also any TCA-QTBA A determines uniquely (up to quasi-topological homeomorphism) a standard TQTS. It will be denoted by TA independently on that if it is of the form or As it is know reflexive spaces and TQTS's are in a one-to-one correspondence with TCA-QTBA's (cf. 
Therefore the above diagram presents also quasi-topological relationships of Q-open and Q-closed elements of A whenever 1(X A ) we replace by V(T A ) and T(X A )
by
1(T A ).
Now let us consider homomorphisms of TCA-QTBA's and their dual relational and quasi-topological counterparts. Let A\ = (Aj, -,U,D,C\) and A 2 = (A 2 ,-,U,D,C 2 )
be two TCA-QTBA's. It is known that the mappings :
< a'} for every a G Ai, a' G A 2 are isomorphism from A\ and A 2 onto quasi-topological fields of sets •p(At(.4i)) and 7>(At(A 2 )), respectively. Moreover let h be a homomorphism from A\ into A 2 (h G Hom(.4i,A 2 )) and let / : At(.4 2 ) -• At(.4i) be a function induced by h and defined by the formula:
where V x > is a principal ultrafilter in A 2 generated by x' G At(A 2 ). The standard reflexive spaces and TQTS's of Ai, A 2 will be denoted, respectively, by X AL = (At(Ai),RI), X A , = (At(A 2 ),R 2 ) and by T AJ = (At(¿i),Ci),
. Applying these notations we will formulate basic properties involving the functions Hi, H 2 , f and h. 
Proof of (a), h(a) ) for every a G A\ and every x' G At(.4 2 ). Proof of (c). By virtue of (a) and (b) we get the following sequences of equivalences: x' 6 f~x{Ri{y) ) iff/(«') € Ri(y) iff f|^_ 1 ( v x') e Ri(v) iff 
Proof. By Lemma 2.2(c), (i) implies (ii). Using in turn Lemma 1.3(b), from (ii) we get (iii). Applying Lemma 2.2(a), (iii) implies (i).
Let us take under consideration any two TQTS's T\ = (X\,Ci) and T2 = (X2,C2).
Then they determine two standard TCA-QTBA's of the form ATL = (P(Xi),-,U,n,Ci), AT2 = (P(X2),-,U,n,C2) as well as two standard reflexive spaces of the form X^ = (Xi, Rci), Xj2 = (X2,Rc2)-It turns out that starting with any QTCM between two arbitrary TQTS's we will obtain a homomorphism and a reflexive morphism as algebraic and relational dual counterparts. 
